ParkView Discovery™ managed service delivers accurate and timely asset discovery on physical, virtual and cloud assets across your infrastructure environment using our expert engineers, a lite collector VM and a mature CMDB. Our Enterprise Operations Center (EOC) delivers comprehensive reporting, tracks asset changes and offers API integrations for your existing tools and services. Keep your team focused on the big picture and let ParkView Discovery™ drive your IT asset management process.

Why ParkView Discovery™?

ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR MANUALLY COLLECTING AND DOCUMENTING IT INVENTORY
- Comprehensive automated asset discovery for physical, virtual and cloud infrastructures. Increase efficiency and maximize productivity by getting clear visibility into what you have.

ATTAIN VISIBILITY TO ALL YOUR ASSETS, ON-SITE AND REMOTE
- Pre-configured mature CMDB that catalogs your discovered IT assets, allowing you to view, manage and validate in a single source. Accelerate audit preparation and readiness with audit history tracking.

What Does ParkView Discovery™ Include?

- A comprehensive asset discovery service capable of discovering Storage and Network switching, bare metal servers, chassis and blades, hypervisors, IP subnets, edge devices and cloud services.
- A pre-configured mature CMDB supported by our Enterprise Operations Center (EOC) delivering comprehensive reporting and asset change history.
- Extensive API library and Integrations with major ITSM tools like ServiceNow, Freshservice, Cherwell, DevOps tools such as Jira and Splunk, and automation tools such as Puppet and more.

How Does ParkView Discovery™ Work?

- Annual or multi-year engagement that delivers continuous/periodic auto-discovery or one-time "snapshot" service that delivers comprehensive asset discovery and reporting on your physical, virtual and cloud infrastructures through a lite collector VM.
- Park Place Technologies fully supports you through the process with our Enterprise Operations Center (EOC) team that assists with the installation and setup, defining scanning intervals, reporting and integration with over 49 industry-leading tools.

Manual Vs. Automated IT Asset Discovery

Save time and effort with ParkView Discovery™
A manual discovery process is time-consuming, error-prone and takes time away from other important issues. ParkView Discovery automates the process.

Contact your CDW Representative